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Diets suck.Diet programs are temporary. Diets aren’t helping you. Diets come and go.This
book will end all the temporary diet solutions which have only made you a lot more
frustrated.Here’s a sneak peek of what you’ll find in the book:Using practical scientific
research combined with 15 years of hands-on knowledge - this book can help you discover
and implement a sustainable and pleasant approach to slimming down and keeping it off
forever while toning and building a strong and healthy body.This book contains the truth
you’ve been looking for when it comes to nutrition, slimming down and building a body that
you could maintain for life.
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The last diet book you will have to buy If you are tired of going on the most recent fad diet,
slimming down just to gain it back, buy this book. It gives you the truth about why the normal
diet sucks and gives you an easy to follow plan that allows you to consume all the foods that
you like.S. In the event that you read this publication and stick to what it says, you won't
believe that diets suck and you will transform your body forever. A very practical publication!
motivated ! Josiah Novak's reserve looks at all areas of maintaining a healthy life-style ." Also-
the case research at the end of the book have become helpful aswell. Chances are- one of
the case research is you- be it your fitness level- your diet situation, or simply the idea in life
that you are at.. You just have to follow the easy truths that Novak so conveniently condenses
in this book.This book are certain to get you there.-Nick Great book for anybody who would
like a positive change This book offers a sustainable and simple plan for a lifestyle change
that, with a little bit of effort and patience, can transform your daily life and health. It offers not
just a good summary of Josiah’s overall philosophy about fitness as an enhancement of your
life, but also detailed plans on how best to construct a new life style for yourself, and as an
extra bonus some case studies from happy customers. A+ work by Josiah Ideal explanation of
nutrition to maintain you in track in the long run With so very much information out there, it's
easy to get lost and end up confused about designing your own food plan. actually excited to
receive and read his book. My favorite part may be the realistic strategies which I put to work
immediately and already seeing adjustments in my own physique. After reading this book and
individually working with Josiah, I can honestly say he is the best at what he will. I'd like to
shout out Josiah for piecing together this very useful, well-planned book.! Enjoyed the very
clear and easy to follow strategies to stay on track when journeying and attending social
events. Novak lays out the foundation of what diet is and how exactly to implement it into your
lifestyle.One of my favorite parts was the case research of clients… seeing real outcomes and
transformations is inspiring to me. Lots of good info around diet and "meal building" - they are
points I have considered in passing but never stopped to think- "okay, what does this have to
appear like for me personally and for my way of living. I find case research inspirational and
display how real people get results. Extremely sensible approach to healthy eating lifestyle
This Book are certain to get you there, understanding nutrition and healthy eating! You don’t
need to be on a fad diet to lose/gain fat.Paleo, carnivore, South Beach, keto keto keto,
cabbage soup, snake diet, cleansing—all fads—they come in, and will venture out. The globe
doesn’t want another diet book. You may already know, diets suck and as a nation (U. The
writer also explains how you can follow the program during difficult occasions- like if you have
a party or when you travel and he tells you other health professionals to check out.A.You’ll
learn to plan for special events, travel, and the essential tools you need to use to make the
most of your wellbeing.With “fitness experts” and “diet gurus” always talking about another
“most effective diet ever,” there’s no shortage of confusion. I believe that’s what the diet
industry (and big pharma) desires. They want us puzzled, jumping from fad, frustrated,
depressed, eventually resigned to a life of medications for unhappiness and type II diabetes.S.
He'll definitely end up being changing lives with this book!Josiah is brave to defend myself
against the the industry. Useful and insightful, need to read Great book with useful information
and very insightful;What I love best about Josiah’s book is that it’s predicated on principles.
Principles are basis truths that stand the test of period. And Josiah offers references and
effective transformations to back again up what he shares in this book. This is actually the
book everyone with health goals must read! Hard to defeat truths.,) we are fatter than ever
before. In the publication, you’ll find out how to make a nutrition plan that functions for you



personally. A balanced strategy that will help reach your fitness and body goals.. There are
therefore many "magic pill" diets that establish you to fail.The thing I especially liked were the
detailed case-studies of successful clients. Great book Great go through, knocked the
publication out in 2 sittings.Full disclosure: I received a pre-publication review copy—and that
didn’t stop me from investing in a few copies for myself and a few close friends that really
need this information. Straight forward honest information that truly works! This book is full of
honest, to the point information. Diets Suck is an excellent book for newbies and long-time
health lovers. Great here is how to stay healthy & There are no diet plan secrets or magic. It is
refreshing in order to read this book understanding that Josiah is giving you the best and most
accurate suggestions and tips. He digs down deep and addresses issues that a lot of people
cope with but rarely talk about. He’s quick to cut through the B. In fact, I’ve eliminated from
23% body-excess fat to about 16% body-fat plus much more metabolically healthy during the
last year following a strategy from Josiah.. The health industry is so full of information about
fad diets and fitness information that it becomes overwhelming and hard to trust anybody to
guide you in the right direction. Finally found info that is designed for any age group. all
without fretting about understanding the keys to a rigorous and restrictive diet fad.. The
majority of us don’t want to appear to be a shredded fitness competitor… we just want to
appearance better naked and become confident and healthy for our households.. I have
utilized all of his strategies and the outcomes have surpassed my expectations. Those are just
lies medical and fitness market sells to us to obtain us to buy into their products. Believe
me.I’ve personally benefited from Josiah’s coaching and programs. Josiah may be the MAN
Ive followed Josiah about social media for a few years now, seen the improvement photos
he’s had along with his customers and had a pal hire him as a personal coach. Will buy a few
more copies and hand them out to friends..... This reserve is by considerably the easiest way to
understand Macros and understand how to make your OWN meal plan., the fads and expose
what does work. the principles could be put on anyone and everyone
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